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NextGear Capital went big in 2018, creating products and solutions that provided our dealers with
fewer business interruptions and more flexibility than ever before.*
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There’s never been a better time to partner with NextGear Capital.
Visit nextgearcapital.com and start getting MORE out of your floor plan today!

*Certain conditions apply. All rights reserved. Dealers should refer to the terms and conditions of their Demand Promissory Note and Loan and Security Agreement (“Note”)
and any other agreements with NextGear Capital for complete details, terms and conditions. Dealer must be in good standing. NextGear Capital reserves the right to modify
or terminate this offer, as well as NextGear Capital’s terms and programs, at any time. Please contact your local NextGear Capital representative for complete details, terms
and conditions. This offer has no cash value. All advances made in California by NextGear Capital are made pursuant to NextGear Capital’s California Finance Lender
License, #603G505. Dealers must elect and authorize AutoPay via Account Portal to qualify for AutoPay.
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It Pays to be a Member

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Andrew Caldecott

Over six years ago I started writing this column to keep
you up to date and include benefits of membership. Since
then, more and more of our members have really started to use the programs we have brought to you. I can’t
say that I’ve saved our members millions, but we have
been able to save them thousands every year. It’s savings
you are able to put right back into your business, such
as our Buy / Sell coupons at the auctions. At this point
we have over $11,000 in coupon savings. Most of you are
buying cars at the auction, so why not take advantage
of the savings provided? All coupons are now digital on
the associations App, “MSIADA” in both the Apple App
Store and Google Play Store.

We now have our own MIADA CPO Program. You may
find more information about it on our website, msiada.org. The auto manufactures
spent millions marketing the Certified Pre-Owned Program, and it has benefited the
franchise dealers greatly, why not take advantage of this program?
Our 2018 Convention was a success with over 200 people attending. We are planning
the 2019 Convention now and we hope to announce a location soon.
In January, the State Legislature convenes and we will be at the Capitol working to
insure there won’t be any laws passed that could adversely affect our industry. I will
be working closely with the President of the MIADA and other state and national
groups.
As you can see the association brings value to our members. If you have any questions
or comments, please don’t hesitate to give me a call.
Happy holidays to you, your family and friends,
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19

West Insurance Center

_______________________
TO ADVERTISE WITH MIADA
To receive a copy of the Media Kit
for MISSISSIPPI DEALER magazine,
please send a request via email to
info@professionalmojo.com or
call (866) 611-2715 ext. 1.
MIADA is a not-for-profit industry
trade association that has been the voice
of Mississippi’s independent auto dealers since 1968. MIADA is committed to
representing, educating, and informing
Mississippi’s most successful independent motor vehicle dealers. Dealers turn
to MIADA to provide them solutions
and answers to business related questions and consumer related questions.
Our primary purpose is to identify and
address the legal and legislative issues
that confront the used car industry in
Mississippi, but we do much more.
Through MIADA’s impressive network
of a wide variety of companies who support our industry, our members enjoy
pre-negotiated discounts on products
and services they need to be successful
in the car business. We encourage you
to check out the Dealer Service Provider Directory. These services include, but
are not limited to auto auctions, insurance companies, legal advice, and advertising. All members receive a coupon
book containing about $5,000 in real
discounts.
If you would like information about
membership and the benefits associated
with becoming a part of MIADA, please
don’t hesitate to give us a call.
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How The Little Things Determine Your Car
Business Success
By Dale Pollak, executive vice president for Cox Automotive
“It’s life by a thousand little things, or
death by a thousand cuts.”

they know, rather than augmenting their
intelligence with market data.

A dealer recently shared this line as we
were discussing how the car business has
changed in the last 25 years. The dealer’s
observation strikes me as a perfect, cleareyed summation of how efficiency, technology and transparency have made retail
automotive a much different environment
for dealers.

Pricing vehicles. It wasn’t all that long
ago that pricing new and used vehicles
was fairly easy. In new vehicles, you pretty much only needed the MSRP or “Call
For A Great Price!” In used vehicles, your
retail price was just a standard mark-up
away from the cost of the unit. Pricing
cars didn’t require much critical thinking
and, if you made a mistake, buyers forgave you, and they were none the wiser.

Consider the following common, everyday tasks and how much the little things
matter more than ever before:
Stocking vehicles -- For years, many dealers have followed a fairly reasonable strategy as they order factory vehicles: We’ll
stock as many of the cars that we know
we can sell, based on what we’ve sold. If
we get stuck with some cars, it’s OK. We
know that, eventually, the factory will offer the incentives that will help us get our
inventories back into shape.
But here’s the problem with this strategy
today: It’s too passive. It relies too much
on past history. It can ignore, and miss,
faster-moving retail trends that help you
maintain, if not gain, sales and market
share. It’s also imprecise. The task often
falls to a single individual, who’s probably
relying on guesses, gut and instinct more
than competitive market data to determine the best vehicles to order and stock.
Variances in vehicle color, condition,
mileage and specific equipment make
the difference in determining a vehicle’s
wholesale or retail value, and its likely appeal among potential buyers, given competing vehicles in the market. It’s easy
for an appraiser or buyer to make costly
mistakes if they’re relying solely on what
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Today, it’s so very different. Many consumers know almost exactly how much
they should pay to buy a new or used
vehicle, and get a fair deal. They know
if your vehicle’s price is in, on or off the
market, given the car’s color, condition,
equipment and other particulars. They
won’t bother if your prices don’t fit their
perception of fair purchase parameters
for that vehicle.

This environment means
that if your prices fit in the
context of a consumers’
competitive set, you’re in the
game. If not, you’re out.
Likewise, if you’re too deeply in the game,
you stand a good chance of giving up
gross. On top of all this, you’ve got the
constant tick-tick-tick of inventory age
undermining your gross profit potential.
Simply put, it’s impossible to price effectively without some kind of technology
or tool to help you optimize each vehicle’s
market price position.
Engaging buyers. It’s easier than ever for
consumers today to find the vehicle(s)
they want to purchase, and the price they

think they should pay. It’s also fairly easy
for them to find at least one dealer, in virtually every market, who claims to offer
a different, hassle-free car-buying experience. We also know that most consumers
will only visit one, possibly two, dealers
before buying a vehicle. As a result, some
dealers take every customer engagement
very seriously. To them, every customer
conversation, e-mail, instant chat or text
message could be the last. “We truly believe that it’s almost as if the customer is
looking for a reason not to do business
with us,” says the COO for a West Coast
dealer group. “We work very, very hard to
make sure they don’t find that reason.”
Today’s car business may be different, and
arguably more difficult, than it used to
be. But it’s still a healthy, viable business
where success awaits those who properly
apply themselves to its pursuit. My dealer
friend is correct. The little things matter
more than ever. To paraphrase an old saying, “the devil is in the details, and so is
your next deal.” n
Dale Pollak serves as executive vice president for Cox Automotive, a position he’s
held since the company he founded, vAuto,
became part of the Cox family in 2010. At
Cox, Dale helps drive integrated innovation across the company’s auction, media
and software divisions to help dealers increase efficiencies, sales volumes and profitability. The latest innovation, Stockwave,
debuted at the 2016 NADA convention.
Prior to Cox, Dale led vAuto to become
the premier inventory management solution provider for franchise and independent dealers. Dale pioneered the Velocity
Method of Management®, which has been
adopted by thousands of dealers.

|legal news

FTC Settles ‘Fake Recall Notice’ Cases
By Colleen F., Used Car News
A group of car dealerships and their president
and vice president have settled Federal
Trade Commission allegations that they
mailed more than 21,000 fake “urgent recall”
notices to consumers in 2015 and 2017, to
lure them to visit dealerships. The FTC also
has agreed to a settlement with a Californiabased marketing firm and its owner that,
according to the complaint, designed the fake
recall notices and worked closely with the
dealership defendants to send them.

The dealerships do business as Passport
Toyota, Passport Nissan of Alexandria, Va.,
and Passport Nissan of Marlow Heights, Mld.
Everett A. Hellmuth III, is the founder and
president of the dealerships, and Jay A. Klein
is vice president. The marketing company,
Temecula Equity Group, LLC, does business
as Overflowworks.com, and Jeffrey R. Bush is
its founder and CEO.
The Passport car dealer defendants and the
marketing company defendants have been
permanently prohibited by the FTC from
misrepresenting, expressly or by implication:
1) whether any motor vehicle is subject to
an open safety recall or service campaign, or
2) certain other material facts about motor
vehicles. n

According to the FTC, the vast majority of the
vehicles covered by the notices did not have
open recalls. The court orders settling the
FTC’s charges bar all of the defendants from
such deceptive conduct in the future.

ler
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5 Trends Surface as Wholesale-Price
Softening Accelerates
By Auto Remarketing Staff

With the wholesale price declines for
cars beginning to accelerate, Black Book
representatives mingling with dealers in
lanes nationwide uncovered five interesting
trends; ones that might be happening at
your local sale or your favorite online
bidding platform, too.
First, let’s look at the numbers included in
this week’s edition of Black Book Market
Insights.
Volume-weighted, editors indicated overall
car segment values decreased by 0.54
percent last week. That’s a much higher pace
than what Black Book recorded during the
previous four-week span when car values
decreased by only 0.16 percent on average.
As what was noted from the previous
update, as well, Black Book said the sporty
car segment experienced the biggest drop,
sliding by 0.91 percent or $140.
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Meanwhile the volume-weighted data
on the truck side showed segment values
(including pickups, SUVs and vans)
decreased by 0.37 percent last week. Like
cars, truck values are softening at a greater
rate since market values had dipped by just
0.10 percent on average during the prior
four-week period.
Among trucks, Black Book reported
the minivan and small pickup segments
performed the worst as minivans dropped
by 0.95 percent or $123, and small pickups
declined by 0.83 percent or $131.
“The decline in used-vehicle values
accelerated steeply last week. There was
a broad drop in the market, particularly
in the car segments,” said Anil Goyal,
executive vice president of operations for
Black Book.
And finally, here are those observations
from throughout the country. See what
matches up to your recent experience.

— From Florida: “The buyers were picky as
they seem to be doing less speculating for
inventory. Trucks continue to perform well
here.”
— From Washington: “A more normal fall
sale as prices seemed to soften on most
vehicles. The dealers that I spoke with were
enjoying the decline in values along with a
good run of vehicles to choose from.”
— From Illinois: “Representatives from two
of the largest remarketers stated they are
seeing proceeds come down.”
— From Georgia: “There may be a new
pattern emerging: Higher mileage and
lower condition vehicles more in demand
over the cleaner vehicles.”
— From Wisconsin: “We had more no-sales
than usual today along with more vehicles
in poor condition.” n

|dealer insight

Walmart Partners with Advance Auto Parts
By Danielle Szatkowski
Walmart Inc. recently announced a
partnership with Advance Auto Parts Inc.,
one of the largest U.S. aftermarket parts
retailers, that will create an automotive
specialty store on Walmart.com.
"The
new
omnichannel
shopping
experience will provide customers with
access to Advance's extensive portfolio of
aftermarket automotive parts, accessories
and maintenance items," said Walmart,
adding, "it will complement the extensive
assortment and services already offered in
more than 2,500 Walmart Auto Centers in
the U.S. Rollout is expected to begin in the
first half of 2019.”
"We are absolutely committed to building a
best-in-class omnichannel experience and
Walmart is an undisputed omnichannel

leader," Darryl Carr, a spokesman for
Advance Auto Parts, wrote in an email.
"Partnering with Walmart enables us to
share our extensive product offerings and
trusted advice with an increased number of
do-it-yourself customers and supports our
long-term strategic objectives."
The news comes one day after Walmart's
competing retailer Sears filed for Chapter
11 bankruptcy.
Carr did not directly acknowledge how
its partnership with Walmart differs from

the Amazon-Sears collaboration, but told
Automotive News that "as the partnership
progresses in 2019 and beyond, the
companies plan to work together to explore
new fulfillment options that will bring
customers unparalleled convenience,
including the future ability to pick up
Advance orders placed on Walmart.com at
both Walmart and Advance store locations."
He also said that Walmart customers will
have access to value-added content from
Advance, which operates nearly 6,400
stores globally. n

DOWNLOAD THE MSIADA APP

OVER $11,000 IN COUPONS!

Search for MSIADA to download. Once downloaded, scroll to the bottom to find “Membership Rewards”
and register. Your username cannot be your email address and your password must be at least eight
characters with a capital letter and a number. Once you have registered, admin will get an email to approve.
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'Unusual'
Pattern of
Vehicle
Demand &
Prices Winds
Down
By Joe Overby, Senior Editor,
Auto Remarketing
It was a weird summer.
That is, in terms of vehicle demand and
prices.
Stemming from concern over potential
tariffs on vehicles and car parts that pulled
demand forward, Cox Automotive chief
economist Jonathan Smoke said in a
conference call with reporters this week that
June, July and August were the best months
so far this year for new- and used-car sales.
(And in an email followup, Smoke said he
also projects, “that from a retail sales SAAR
perspective, the summer months will also
likely end up being the best for the year
once all is said and done.”)

Cox Automotive had
conducted a survey with
Morning Consult in August
that discovered three-quarters
of car owners worried over
such tariffs, and that vehicleshopping plans were affected
among more than half of the
buyers in the study, thanks to
news around these tariffs.
“We also saw 11 straight weeks of usedvehicle price appreciation, also extremely
unusual for this time of year,” Smoke said
during the conference call. “That price
8 | MIADA MISSISSIPPI DEALER Nov/Dec 2018

appreciation aligned with faster moving
inventory and the retail and wholesale
markets, so we know that it was demand
driven.”
Cox Automotive believes the “abnormal”
pull-ahead behavior could be winding
down soon, as September began to show
signs of the seller’s market waning, Smoke
said.
“Kelley Blue Book’s average transaction
prices were flat in September compared
to August,” he said. “It will definitely be
interesting to see how incentives come in
when we get all of the data on the newvehicle side this month.
“We release the Manheim index for
September on Friday, but I can share that
weekly Manheim metrics we track show
that depreciation has normalized over the
last several weeks, so that strange period
of appreciation has definitely ended.”
Additionally, Smoke noted how higher
interest rates are causing a drop in the
“would-be buyer pool” in the new-vehicle
market.
“The used market demand pool has grown
as a result, but the supply going forward
is going to be limited in the used-vehicle
market,” Smoke said.
“So, we now have this situation where
we've had several years of supply growing
in the used market,” he said. “And now
we're starting to see some challenges on
that front, likely leading to fewer used
sales or certainly no longer growth in the
future.”
As for September, used-car retail sales
were expected to slide a bit from August,
but the seasonally adjusted annualized
rate remains near 40 million units.
Edmunds was forecasting used-car sales
of 3.3 million for September, which would
be down from 3.4 million in August. The
resulting SAAR would be 39.6 million,
down from 39.7 million a month ago, the
firm said. n

| auction directory
Tuesday

Dealers Auto Auction (Memphis)
2560 Rental Road
Memphis, TN 38118
901-480-4250
9:00am Dealer Sale
dealersauto.com

Dealers Auto Auction (Huntsville)
26125 US Hwy. 72, Athens, AL 35613
256-232-0201
9:00am Dealer Sale
dealersauto.com

Dixie Auto Auction
15673 Highway 8 West
Grenada, MS 38901
662-226-5637
6:30pm Dealer Sale
dixieautoauction.com

Adesa Memphis
5400 Getwell Rd., Memphis, TN 38118
901-365-6300
9:00am Dealer Sale
adesa.com

Dealers Auto Auction (Jackson)
1657 Old Whitfield Rd., Pearl, MS 39208
601-956-2700
9:30am Dealer Sale
dealersauto.com
Louisiana’s 1st Choice Auto Auction
18310 Woodscale Rd.
Hammond, LA 70401
985-345-3302
8:30am Dealer Sale
lafcaa.com

Wednesday

Long Beach Auto Auction
8494 County Farm Road
Long Beach, MS 39560
228-452-2030
1:30pm Dealer Sale
lbaa.com
Tupelo Auto Auction
717 Westmoreland Dr.,Tupelo, MS 38801
662-841-0622
5:00pm Dealer Sale
tupeloautoauction.com
Manheim New Orleans
61077 St Tammany, Slidell, LA 70460
985-643-2061
9:00am Dealer Sale
manheim.com

Thursday

ABC Baton Rouge
3960 Blount Rd., Baton Rouge, LA 70807
225-778-3737
9:00am Dealer Sale
auctionbroadcasting.com
Adesa Little Rock
8700 Highway 70, North Little Rock, AR 72117
501-945-2444
9:00am Dealer Sale
adesa.com

Insurance Auto Auction
100 Beasley Road, Jackson, MS 39206
601-956-2787
9:00am Dealer Sale
iaai.com
Dealers Auto Auction (Mobile)
3030 McVay Drive
North Mobile, AL 366606
251-338-7653
9:30am Dealer Sale
dealersauto.com
Manheim Mississippi
7510 US Highway 49
Hattiesburg, MS 39402
601-269-7550
9:00am Dealer Sale
manheim.com
Shoals-North Alabama Auto Auction
651 Fairground Road
Muscle Shoals, AL 35661
256-381-2745
5:45pm Dealer Sale
snaaa.com

Friday

Oak View Auto Auction
13451 Florida Blvd.
Baton Rouge, LA 70815
225-272-5139
10:00am Dealer Sale
oakviewautoauction.com
Jackson Madison County Auto Auction
38 Graves Loop Rd
Medina, TN 38355
877-554-4500
9:30am Dealer Sale
jacksontennesseeautoauction.com
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3 Unique Selling Points Every
Car Salesman Forgets
By Dan Munson, General Sales Manager, Cars to Go
Selling a vehicle today isn’t as simple as it
was even a decade or two ago. Marketers
are faced with an interesting situation in
which media consumption is way up, but
people are increasingly either blocking
ads out from their life as much as possible
or are simply ignoring them. This makes
word-of-mouth increasingly vital.

Selling a vehicle today isn’t as simple as it
was even a decade or two ago. Marketers
are faced with an interesting situation in
which media consumption is way up, but
people are increasingly either blocking
ads out from their life as much as possible
or are simply ignoring them. This makes
word-of-mouth increasingly vital.

In addition, the explosion of new modes
of digital communication has chipped
away at the time many people set aside
for old-fashioned face-to-face interaction.
in previous decades, straightforward
friendliness, a little charisma and a
welcoming and safe buying environment
were all that was needed to sell a vehicle.
Nowadays, many people expect that the
internet will serve the role that a car
salesperson once filled. Read the following
to take advantage of the opportunities that
these challenges present.
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to take advantage of the opportunities that
these challenges present.
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Always seek a win-win outcome in sales

There isn’t much difference
between one dealership and
the next except for one thing
–- the qualities, habits and
practices of the people who
work there.

Owners and sales professionals should
always seek a win-win outcome in which
potential customers are asked questions –open-ended ones are great here -- and are
actively and sincerely listened to. This kind
of sales practice will often create satisfied
customers who turn into loyal customers.
This often then leads to more and more
referrals.
How the above sales philosophy would look
like in action is illustrated by the example

of a dealership exhibiting an ethical sales
atmosphere where making a customer
out of every single person who walks into
the shop isn’t the exclusive goal. At this
example dealership, it becomes apparent
-- through active listening and open,
ethical communication -- that their best
LED headlights may not be ideal for one
potential customer. However, that potential
customer was perhaps so impressed by the
sincerity, passion, knowledge and ethical
sales tactics of this dealership that they felt
inclined to refer a friend or neighbor who
was looking for that exact feature in their
next vehicle.
The importance of setting your business
apart from the rest
Formulating a coherent and effective
marketing strategy is extremely important
in today’s challenging and changing sales
environment. One of the most important
tasks in developing such a strategy is in
pinpointing your business’s USP, or "unique
selling proposition." In other words, how
do your efforts -– whether as a dealership
owner or as an essential part of a dealership
as a sales professional -- distinguish
you from a dealership down the road?
Answering this question requires some
deep thinking –- examining the core spirit
that animates your business beyond simply
making money –- as well as some creativity.
Ways to identify your business’s USP
Start by looking at what successful
businesses say they sell, as opposed to the
bare facts of what they sell. Some examples
are illustrative. The founder of Revlon,
Charles Revson, explained often that he sold
a form of hope. Some airlines sell friendly
service, while others sell the promise of
rock-solid dependability. Retailer Neiman
Marcus sells luxury, while Costco sells the
promise of deals.
In the struggle for market position in
a crowded space, it is in the four “P’s,” of
marketing -– product characteristics,
promotional strategy, price structure and
placement strategy in the form of location
and distribution advantages -– where a
business will find room to maneuver and
develop a USP to set itself apart.
Sales professionals are often so passionate
and knowledgeable about their products
that they can miss the fact that it is the
customer’s needs that always must be

catered to, not their own. Try to place
yourself in your customers’ shoes. Take
a step back from your daily business
concerns, and try to become something
of an amateur psychologist as you attempt
to answer the question of why a customer
would choose your business over another,
superficially similar one. The answer
or answers -– including factors such as
reliability, quality, convenience, customer
service and courtesy -– could help you
in doubling down on these factors and
pegging further marketing efforts to the
strengths you’ve identified.

For newer businesses without a lot of data
to go on, don’t hesitate to scout out similar
businesses in an area to determine what
qualities they may lack that you could
exploit. Conducting impromptu surveys
of a competitor’s customers is a bold but
potentially enlightening move as well.
The search for a USP is vital because
every dealerships offer basically the same
product. Uncovering your dealership's USP
and always practicing ethical and sincere
sales will help your business thrive even in
a crowded marketplace. n

Audi offers a nine-speaker Bang
& Olufsen stereo system in its S8
sedan, helping to meet the demand
for premium-brand audio systems
among new-car buyers.

Survey: Premium Audio
Drives New-Car Selection
By AutoDealer Staff
Branded audio system volumes in new vehicles are expected to grow from just under
12.4 million units globally in 2018 to 14.7 million units in 2023, according to new vehicle
production forecasts for these systems from business information provider IHS Markit.
A recent IHS survey confirms consumer demand for these systems remains high, with
more than half of respondents indicating preferences to have a brand-name car audio
system in their next new vehicle. Five key automotive markets were covered in the analysis,
including the U.S., Japan, China, Germany, and the United Kingdom. Among survey
respondents, 73% indicated that a brand-name audio system would influence their vehicle
purchase decision. In addition, 54% of those respondents that wanted a branded audio
system wanted it to be standard on their vehicle.
When asked about what features customers were willing to pay for, brand was a much
more powerful feature, with 33% of respondents noting they would be willing to incur
the cost — second only to 360-degree sound — which 34% of respondents agreed to pay
for. Slightly more than half of all respondents globally would prefer to have some sort of
branded audio solution in their vehicle.
“There also seems to be a lack of understanding on what constitutes a premium system,”
said Brad Gottschalk, automotive audio analyst at IHS Markit and the report’s co-author.
“Customers seem to equate quality with brand, rather than specific individual features.”
Responses from more than 5,000 vehicle owners across the regions indicating an intention
to purchase a new vehicle within the next 36 months were analyzed and reviewed in the
2018 Automotive Premium Audio Consumer Analysis. n
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Woman Dealer Wants to Make Auto Retailing
Less of a Man’s World
“The majority of men and women get along well,” dealer Dianna Freeman
tells Wards Industry Voices contributor John Stephens. “It’s a minority of
people who want to remain in the Dark Ages.”
By John Stephens
Women are better salespeople,
organizational guru Tom Peters.

says

He frames that statement in the concept
that 80% of success is just showing up. His
research shows women are more likely to
show up in front of a prospect because they
are 25% more willing to make cold calls
than men. He extrapolates that if women
are better at “showing up” then they are
better sales people.
I would take that a step further by saying
women are better communicators and
multi-taskers, which makes them better
salespeople. A wealth of research by
psychologists and sociologists confirms
my belief. So why aren’t that many women
salespeople in retail automotive?
The National Automobile Dealers Assn.’s
2017 Workforce Study sheds light on
this issue. Based on 2016 reporting data,
women comprised only 19.4% of dealership
staff. To make matters worse, women were
hired for only 22% of new retail automotive
roles in 2016.
Women who got dealership jobs left retail
automotive at a disproportionate rate. An
incredible 96% of female sales consultants
left their role within a year. If women
excel in the skills required to be better
salespeople, why are they not being hired in
retail automotive?
I posed this question to Dianna Freeman,
CEO and president of Freeman Motors,
a Lexus and Toyota dealership in Santa
Rosa, CA. She is highly successful and has
expanded her dealership’s footprint in the
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past five years. She has insight into the
issues facing women in retail automotive.
Stephens: Tell me about your personal
experience in automotive and rising
through the ranks as a woman.
Freeman: I came from a business career
outside of the automotive industry. My
husband’s family owned the dealership.
Five years ago, he passed away and I came
in to run the dealership.
The dealership had been run by men for a
long time, and they were stuck in the 1980s.
I brought in some basic management
concepts and was quickly shot down. These

managers were happy with the old way of
doing things and were resistant to change.
But the industry had been changing rapidly
and we were losing revenue as a result.
When I took over the dealership, I mystery
shopped our service department, keeping
in mind that the majority of dealership
customers are women. The experience was
eye-opening, and my first recommendation
for the department was to hire a woman
service adviser. Because of my extensive
business background and research into
dealership operations, I was able to prove
that we needed to change our way of
thinking. However, some employees still
didn’t agree, and overcoming that hurdle

was one of my biggest challenges. (Dianna
Freeman, below)
You have to change the environment
within the dealership to be more open to
women. Ask your management team why
there aren’t more women at the dealership.
Does the dealership have hiring managers
who are opposed to change? As with any
dealership change, securing management
buy-in is key to success.
Stephens: What challenges do most
dealerships face when employing women?
Freeman: It all goes back to management.
You’d be surprised that once they get used
to the idea, the majority of management
can be open to change.
However, you need to find those naysayers
and keep them from poisoning the well.
One tactic that was successful for me was
making sure open-minded managers are
placed in positions of power.
Stephens: What would you say to a male
dealer principal about the benefits of
employing women?

Freeman: Eighty percent to 85% of (carbuying) decisions are made by women.
They are the main customer – whether you
believe it or not. Some people are more
comfortable talking to a woman who often
has a less aggressive vibe and readily puts
people at ease.
Stephens: What steps have you taken
to encourage women to work in your
dealership?
Freeman: Honestly, it’s not rocket-science.
We’ve hired several women, both with
and without automotive experience. Most
women think retail automotive is a goodold-boys club. If you tell them about the
industry, the opportunities and the chance
to make some serious money, you can reset
their opinions.
But be honest about the challenges they will
face. Be clear about the job expectations.
Stephens: What advice do you have for
women working in automotive?

Freeman: Be an individual. Work hard.
Have a thick skin. If you don’t have a
thick skin, it will be harder for you. If you
don’t want to be part of the change, look
elsewhere.
But if you’re interested in being on the
ground floor of a rapidly changing industry,
there is a lot of opportunity for you. There
is a tremendous opportunity for growth,
especially for younger people. If you are
successful in retail automotive, you can
advance very high – more quickly than
some other industries. (Wards Industry
Voices contributor John Stephens, below)
The majority of men and women get along
well. It’s a minority of people who wants to
remain in the Dark Ages. n
John Stephens is executive vice president of
Dealer Services at dealership F&I product
and services provider EFG Companies.
He can be reached at 972-445-8910 and
jstephens@efgusa.

Reach Dealer Decision Makers

ADVERTISE WITH MIADA
Stay in front of Decision Makers you need
to reach across Mississippi
•
Advertising Proven to Grow Your Business
•
6 Quality Issues Per Year
TO ADVERTISE:
Email service@professionalmojo.com
Mississippi Dealer magazine is distributed to independent automobile dealers, associate service providers and
decision makers throughout the state of Mississippi. Space is limited and available on a first-come, first-served basis.
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The CARLAWYER

©

By Thomas B. Hudson and Nicole F. Munro
Here’s our monthly article on legal
developments in the auto sales, finance
and leasing world. This month, the
action involves the Bureau of Consumer
Financial Protection and the Federal Trade
Commission. As usual, this month’s article
features our “Case of the Month.”
Note that this column does not offer legal
advice. Always check with your lawyer to
learn how what we report might apply to
you, or if you have questions.
This Month’s CARLAWYER©
Compliance Tip
In our Case of the Month, below, we
describe an attempt by a dealer to
“piggyback” on the arbitration agreement
of a direct lender financing a sale for the
dealer’s buyer. The attempt failed. What do
your customer-facing documents say about
arbitration? Are you certain that you can
use them to compel arbitration and stay
out of the crosshairs of those class action
lawyers? Maybe it’s time for a legal checkup.
Federal Developments
Debt Collectors Slammed. When the
FTC goes after debt collectors, finance
companies and buy-here, pay-here dealers
need to take notice. On September 7,
the FTC announced settlements with
the operators of a Georgia-based debt
collection business. The business, which
allegedly used false claims and threats to
get people to pay debts – including debts
they allegedly did not owe or that the
defendants allegedly had no authority to
collect. The settlement bans the operators
from the debt collection business and from
buying or selling debt.
The FTC’s complaint alleged that the
defendants’ business model was based on
falsely claiming to consumers that they
had committed a crime and would be sued,
have their wages garnished, or be put in
prison if they did not pay purported debts.
It further alleged the defendants collected
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debts consumers had already paid or that
the defendants otherwise had no authority
to collect, illegally contacted consumers’
employers and other third parties, and failed
to provide written notices and disclaimers
required by law. The settlement prohibits
the defendants from misrepresentations
regarding any financial products and
services, and from profiting from or failing
to properly dispose of customers’ personal
information collected as part of the
challenged practices. Each order imposes
a $3,462,664 judgment that will be partly
suspended, due to the defendants’ inability
to pay, when they have surrendered certain
assets. In each case, the full judgment
becomes due immediately if the defendants
are found to have misrepresented their
financial condition.
Credit Freeze Notice Changes. On
September 12, the Bureau issued an
interim final rule, effective September 21,
2018, updating the model Summary of
Consumer Identity Theft Rights and model
Summary of Consumer Rights provided in
Appendices I and K to Regulation V, which
implements the Fair Credit Reporting
Act. This interim final rule is driven by
the FCRA's recent amendment by the
Economic Growth, Regulatory Relief, and
Consumer Protection Act. These legislative
changes add a new notice requirement to
any summary of rights required by section
609 of the FCRA. The notice language,
provided in S. 2155, explains new consumer
rights to a national credit freeze with the
nationwide consumer reporting agencies
and an initial fraud alert for at least one
year. The Bureau's rule begins the new
notice with a header explaining that the
security freeze right is available specifically
through nationwide consumer reporting
agencies, even though the notice must
be provided by all consumer reporting
agencies. The rule also updates the contact
information provided in the model
Summary of Consumer Rights in Appendix
K. To mitigate the impact of these changes

on users of the existing model forms, the
interim final rule also provides that the
Bureau will regard the use of the current
model forms published in Appendices I and
K, to constitute compliance with the FCRA
provisions requiring such forms, so long as
a separate page that contains the additional
required information is provided in the
same transmittal. Comments are due by
November 19, 2018.
Credit Invisible Consumers? On
September 18, the Bureau released its third
“Data Point” report on consumers for
whom the nationwide consumer reporting
agencies have no credit file (i.e., “credit
invisible”) and consumers for whom the
CRAs have only limited credit histories.
The first report – Credit Invisibles –
estimated the number and demographic
characteristics of consumers who were
credit invisible or had an unscorable credit
record. The second report – Becoming
Credit Visible – explored the ways in
which consumers establish credit records.
In this new report – The Geography of
Credit Invisibility – the Bureau examined
geographic patterns in the incidence of
credit invisibility to assess the extent to
which where one resides is correlated
with one’s likelihood of remaining credit
invisible.
Pssst! Wanna Buy a Fake ID? On
September 18, the FTC announced that
the operators of websites that sold fake
documents used to facilitate identity
theft and other frauds have agreed to
permanently shut down their businesses
as part of separate settlements with the
Federal Trade Commission. In separate
cases filed by the FTC, the Commission
alleged that individuals and their affiliated
companies operated websites that sold
customers a variety of fake financial and
other documents – such as pay stubs,
income tax forms, and medical statements
– which can be used to facilitate identity
theft, tax fraud, and other crimes.

Case of the Month
Alfredo Fuentes signed a purchase
agreement with TMCSF, Inc., d/b/a
Riverside Harley-Davidson, to buy a new
motorcycle. The purchase agreement did
not include an arbitration provision.
At the same time, Fuentes signed a security
agreement with Eaglemark Savings Bank
to finance the purchase. The security
agreement included an arbitration
provision that governed all claims “between
[Fuentes] … and ESB and/or any of ESB’s
successors, assigns, parents, subsidiaries,
or affiliates and/or any employees, officers,
directors, [or] agents.” “ESB” was defined as
Eaglemark and its successors and assigns.
Fuentes brought a class action against
TMCSF, alleging that it made various
misrepresentations in connection with the
advertising and sale of its motorcycles.
TMCSF moved to compel arbitration
pursuant to the arbitration provision in the
security agreement.

The trial court denied the motion,
concluding that TMCSF was not a party
to the security agreement (it was solely
between Fuentes and Eaglemark) and the
arbitration provision did not state that
it governed claims between Fuentes and
TMCSF. TMCSF appealed.
The Court of Appeal of California affirmed
the trial court’s decision. The appellate
court held that TMCSF was not entitled
to compel arbitration because: it was not a
party to the security agreement containing
the arbitration provision (and not a nonparty expressly specified as able to invoke
the arbitration provision); it was not acting
in the capacity of an agent of a party to
the arbitration provision; and it was not a
third-party beneficiary of the arbitration
provision. The appellate court also agreed
with the trial court that Fuentes was not
equitably estopped from denying the
application of the arbitration provision to
his claims.

Fuentes v. TMCSF, Inc., 2018 Cal. App.
LEXIS 759 (Cal. App. August 23, 2018)
So, there’s this month’s roundup! Stay legal,
and we’ll see you next month. n
Tom (thudson@hudco.com) is Of Counsel
and Nikki (nmunro@hudco.com) is a
Partner in the law firm of Hudson Cook,
LLP. Tom has written several books and is
the publisher of Spot Delivery®, a monthly
legal newsletter for auto dealers. He is the
CEO of CounselorLibrary.com, LLC and
the Senior Editor of CounselorLibrary.
com’s CARLAW®, a monthly report of legal
developments for the auto finance and
leasing industry. Nikki is Editor in Chief of
CARLAW®, a contributing author to the F&I
Legal Desk Book and frequently writes for
Spot Delivery®. For information, visit www.
counselorlibrary.com. ©CounselorLibrary.
com 2018, all rights reserved. Single
publication rights only, to the Association.
(10/18). HC 4852-5358-1174.

Happy Holidays
The end of the year brings no greater joy than the opportunity
to express to you season’s greetings and good wishes. May your
holidays and the new year be filled with joy and much success.
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SERVICE PROVIDER DIRECTORY
MIADA service providers are best in class. We invite you to explore their services and please mention that you saw their
listing in the Mississippi Dealer magazine.

Advertising

Credit Reports

Cars.com
800-298-1460
Automotive Classifieds
cars.com

Equifax
770-522-5650
Credit Reports
equifax.com

Auctions

Microbilt Corp.
866-834-2975
Credit Reports
microbilt.com

AutoTrader.com
800-353-9350
Automotive Classifieds
autotrader.com

SmartAuction
770-686-4735
Online Auto Auction/
Mobile App
smartauction.biz

Car Buying Services

DealerMatch
1-800-457-4404
Networking to provide dealer
to dealer buying & selling
dealermatch.com

Compliance Solutions
Association of Finance &
Insurance Professionals
817-428-2434
Policies & Procedures, Red
Flag Rules
afip.com

RouteOne, LLC
248-229-5170
Compliance & Red Flag Tools
routeone.com

CPA

Clifton Larson Allen
888-529-2648
Tax Auditing & Business
Consulting Services
www.claconnect.com
Rodney Cummins, CPA
601-926-1432
crc@crc-cpa.com

700 Credit
866-273-3848
Credit Reports
700credit.com

RouteOne, LLC.
248-229-5170
Web-Based Credit
Applications
routeone.com

Dealer MGMT
Systems

Comsoft
919-851-2010
Dealership Management &
Marketing Software Solutions
comsoft.com

Frazer
888-963-5369
Dealer Management Software
frazer.com
Wayne Reaves Computer
Software
800-701-8082
Dealer Management Systems
& Dealer Website Provider
waynereaves.com

Dealer Training

NABD BHPH Academy
713-290-8171
Collection Academy
bhphinfo.com

Dealer Website
Provider

Comsoft
919-851-2010
Dealership Management &
Marketing Software Solutions
comsoft.com
Professional Mojo
866-611-2715
professionalmojo.com

Automatrix Dealer
Software Inc.
954-699-4586
Total dealer management
software
automatrixdms.com

Wayne Reaves Computer
Systems
800-701-8082
Dealer Management Systems
& Dealer Website provider
waynereaves.com

AutoRaptor CRM
401-743-5225
Web-Based lead management
with inventory and sales
integration/Mobile Versions
autoraptor.com

Equipment Leasing &
Working Capital

Autostar Solutions Inc.
800-682-2215
Dealer Management systems,
Software, Service, & Repair
autostarsolutions.com
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Access Commercial Capital
800-571-3900
Working Capital & Equipment
Leasing
accesscapital.biz

Finance Companies
ACC – Automotive Credit
Corporation
888-268-1400
Financing
automotivecredit.com

CMCC – Central Mississippi
Credit Corporation
866-443-0877
Financing
coccfinancial.com
Credit Acceptance
706-231-2028
Quick Subprime Financing
creditacceptance.com
Dealer Funding, LLC
877-538-5492
Secondary Financing
dealerfundingllc.com
First Consumers Financial
225-272-9009
Auto Finance
fcfcarloan.com
Gateway One Lending
888-810-8740
Financing
gatewayonelending.com
Nationwide Acceptance
Corporation
770-935-5626
Secondary Financing
nac-loans.com
Pivot Rock Solutions
855-789-7988
Auto Finance Company
pivotrocksolutions.com
SDS Automotive – Strategic
Dealer Services
214-838-1212
Financing
sdealers.com
Peritus Portfolio Services
866-831-5954
Financial Services
peritusservices.net

RouteOne, LLC
248-229-5170
Access to Finance Sources &
Web-based credit
applications
routeone.com
United Acceptance, Inc.
877-281-236
Acct. Purchase, Bulk
Receivables
unitedacceptance.com

Floor Plan Companies
Ace Motor Acceptance Corp
704-882-7100 Ext 7509
BHPH Lending / Funding for
Contracts
acemotoracceptance.com
AFC – Automotive Finance
Corporation
888-335-6675
Floor Planning
afcdealer.com
Automotive Capital Services
601-502-4581
Floor Planning
autocapservices.com
Carbucks
864-527-7147
Floor Planning
cbfloorplan.com
City Auto Finance
901-377-6868
Floor Planning
cityautofinance.com
NextGear Capital
888-969-3721
Floor Planning
nextgearcapital.com

GPS Tracking/Payment
Protection Devices
Ituran USA Inc.
954-484-3806
GPS Tracking
ituranusa.com

Passtime
877-PASSTIME
GPS Tracking
passtimeuse.com

Insurance

Cars.com
800-298-1460
Automotive Classifieds
cars.com

GWC Warranty Corp
800-482-7357
Service Contracts
gwcwarranty.com

Usedcars.com by Dealix
877-852-7576
Automotive Classifieds
usedcars.com

Integrity Warranty LLC
423-355-8353
Service Contracts
integritywarranty.com

Parts & Services

The Clark Group Insurance
601-213-4200
Insurance Services
theclarkgroupinsurance.com

AutoZone
866-727-5317
AutoZone Sales Center
sc53@autozone.com

Interstate National Dealer
Services
678-894-3500
Service Contracts & Warranties
inds.com

Oseman Insurance Agency
901-562-0151
Garage Liability, Insurance
Services
osemaninsurance.com

Natchez Salvage & Parts
601-442-3626
Salvage & Parts
natchezsalvage.com

Peak Performance Team
585-257-5016
Service Contracts
peakperformanceteam.com

West Insurance Center
800-898-1030
Insurance Services
westinsurancecenter.com

alphagraphics
601-933-9550
us646.alphagraphics.com

Legal

Auto Rental Resource Center
800-585-2772
Auto Rental
arrc.net

Textmaxx Pro
866-367-6889
Customized Texting Solutions
textmaxxpro.com

U Save Auto Rental of
America
1-800-272-8728
Vehicle Rentals
usave.com

Title Services

Absolute Surety LLC
855-689-5106
Surety Bonds
absolutesurety.com
Atwood Insurance
662-289-3325
Insurance Services
dcatwood@bellsouth.net

Car Law
877-464-8326
Legal Update Newsletter
counselorlibrary.com
Waller & Waller
Bob Waller
601-354-5252
wallerandwaller.com

Online Marketing
Autotrader.com
800-353-9350
Automotive Classifieds
autotrader.com
Carsforsale.com
866-388-9778
Online Advertising
carsforsale.com
InterActive Financial
Marketing Group
804-225-1880
Carefully crafted lead filtering,
follow-up, management, and
training solutions
interactivefmg.com

Social Media Marketing

Printing

Professional Mojo
866-611-2715
Online Marketing Mgmt.
professionalmojo.com

Rental Car Companies Texting Solutions

Computerized Vehicle
Registration
800-333-6995
Electronic Title Services
cvrweb.com

Rent-A-Wreck/Priceless
Rent a Car
770-321-4409
Used Car Rental Company
rentalwreck.com

Used Car Valuation

Service Contract
Providers, Warranty
ASC Warranty, Inc.
800-442-7116
Service Contracts
ascwarranty.com

Freedom Warranty of
America LLC
423-212-7445
Service Contracts
freedomwarranty.com

Black Book
800-554-1026
Wholesale Vehicle Guide
blackbookusa.com

Vehicle History
Reports

Auto Data Direct Inc.
850-877-8804
Vehicle Database Searches
add123.com
Carfax
888-788-7715
Vehicle History
carfax.com
vPreferred Providers
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NADA, Hireology Partner for Human Capital
Management Training
By Joe Overby, Senior Editor, Auto Remarketing

The nation’s franchised car dealers are
getting a major boost to their hiring efforts,
thanks to a partnership between their
national trade group and Hireology.
The National Automobile Dealers
Association is teaming up with the hiring
and talent management platform on an
array of measures to provide human capital
management education and training for
NADA members.
That includes joint 20 Groups that will
examine best practices, trends and strategies
around human capital management at
dealerships.
With the partnership, Hireology is NADA’s
exclusive recruiting and hiring technology
collaborator. Hireology announced the deal
at its annual Elevate conference, an event
focused on human capital management in
the auto retail space.
NADA and Hireology will co-host the
event from now on.
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“As new- and used-vehicle profit margins
continue to decline, hiring the right people
is critical to dealership profitability,”
Hireology co-founder and chief executive
Adam Robinson said in a news release.
“But many dealers have an employment
brand problem, meaning job seekers don't
see the great opportunity dealership careers
can offer,” he said. “We’re excited to work
with NADA to educate dealers across the
country on best practices to improve their
people operations and as a result, drive
profitability back to their dealerships.”
Steve Park, who is NADA’s senior director
of 20 Groups and its academy, said: “Within
the retail automotive industry, we need to
combine forces and identify human capital
management challenges, develop solutions
and support one another. This relationship
is aimed at addressing the biggest gaps
in recruitment, hiring, onboarding and
training future leaders in our industry.”
At NADA Show 2018 in March, Auto
Remarketing connected with Hireology

vice president of product Scott Brinkman
for a podcast, which can be found below.
In a retail auto industry full of processes,
from greeting the customer to selling
that shopper a car, setting up financing,
warranties and beyond, there is one that is
often overlooked.
“The one process that seems to be missing
is, ‘how do we bring the best people into
our dealership?’” Brinkman said during the
March interview.
“And we’re a franchise business,” he said. “We
don’t control the product. We don’t control
the branding. We don’t control the marketing.
“And so we see this huge opportunity for
dealers to really differentiate themselves
and create incredible customer experiences
by bringing in the best possible people.”
See the full podcast here for more:
w w w. a u t o r e m a r k e t i n g . c o m / r e t a i l /
nada-hireology-partner-human-capitalmanagement-training. n

| membership application

3 Months of Highest-Ever Used-Car Prices
By Auto Remarketing Staff
Following an 11-week “summer bounce” in
Manheim Market Report prices, September
ended up being the third consecutive month
of record used-vehicle values, according to
Cox Automotive's news release and analysis
accompanying the latest Manheim Used
Vehicle Value Index.
And though weekly prices evened out
during the month, analysts are still
expecting lofty used-vehicle prices to
continue. That’s driven by lower supply and
projections for SUV volume to increase at
auction, Cox said.
The Manheim Used Vehicle Value Index was
up 3.7 percent year-over-year in September,
reaching an all-time high of 139.9.
Compact cars, whose prices were up 7.1
percent year-over-year, and midsize cars
(up 4.4 percent) led the way in terms of
price growth for September.
Sedans like those have dominated auction
volumes this year, with over half of the
supply being sedans, according to Cox
Automotive. Less than a third have been
SUVs (and SUV/CUV prices were up 2.7
percent last month).
But that is likely to change.
“SUV volume, however, is growing, while
car volume shrinks following the trend
in the new-vehicle market. Especially for
consumers seeking an affordable solution
to higher vehicle prices and interest
rates, sedans have been becoming more
attractive,” Cox Automotive analysts
indicated.

September, luxury cars were up 0.1 percent,
pickups climbed 2.4 percent, SUV/CUVs
were up 2.7 percent and vans were up 1.2
percent.
That may be reminiscent of last autumn’s
wholesale bump, which came after
hurricanes. But the underlying cause is
different.
“The strong wholesale prices we saw in the
fall of 2017 were driven mostly by major
hurricane activity, causing significant
vehicle loss in Texas and Florida,” Cox
Automotive chief economist Jonathan
Smoke said in the analysis.

Smoke will be among the array of
economists, analysts and other market
experts on tap to speak at Used Car Week,
which is being held Nov. 12-16 at the Westin
Kierland in Scottsdale, Ariz. n

PUT YOUR COMPANY IN HEADLINES
MIADA is looking for newsworthy articles to feature in upcoming
magazines. We are inviting all associate members to submit their
content to be shared in our magazine and e-news publications.
We want to feature your NEW products and services. W want to
announce your exciting internal promotions and, of course, your
company success stories! This is a fantastic way to increase brand
awareness and credibility for your company within a highly targeted market of independent auto dealers.
Additionally, if you can write on topics that we feature in our
publications, we’ll showcase your expertise by publishing your
material! Email us at info@professionalmojo.com.

AUTO DEALERS INSURANCE
SERVING MIADA SINCE 1989 • DEPENDABLE SERVICE • COMPETITIVE RATES
Truth & Lending E&O Coverage & Title E&O Coverage
False Pretense • Worker’s Compensation • Garage Liability
Odometer Coverage • Commercial Property • Repair Shops
Dealers Open Lot • Dealer & Title Bonds • Life & Health

“However, the supply of sedans in the
new-vehicle market is near a six-year low,
making them more in demand in the used
market.”
Beyond the 3.7 percent overall yearover-year increase in used-car pricing for

"This year, the abnormal rise in value
seems to be mostly man-made, driven
primarily by consumer demand, rising
interest rates, and threats of tariffs,” he said.
“Consumers and dealers alike had reason to
believe the cost of buying a vehicle would
be more expensive later in the year, so there
was a strong sense of urgency and 'buy now'
mentality in both new and used.”

CALL OUR OFFICE TO SAVE MONEY!
LEE DIXON, CIC & CHARLES GORDON
LICENSED AGENTS

RELIABILITY

WEST INSURANCE CENTER, INC.
800-898-1030 • WestInsuranceCenter.com
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Improve Your Dealership by Retaining Your
Great Employees
By Jennifer Livingston

Searching for new hires is an inevitable
part of running a business, especially if it’s
growing quickly, and especially when it’s a
car dealership. When this time comes, it is
beneficial for you as an employer to ponder
about why people would want to work
at your dealership. The most important
question you want to ask yourself is, “what
can I offer to my employees so they will
want to stay for years to come?”
When you first start hiring employees,
strategic action for retention needs to be
taken in order to keep them productive and
focused on the work. There are variety of
ways that it will benefit you in the long run.
These include:
• Continually attracting high-quality
employees
• Low turnover rates (and related costs
that come with high turnover rates)
• Trust between employees and senior
management means
More efficient workers
In order to maintain these benefits, you
want to develop an employee benefits plan
that will make your dealership attractive
to applicants. Some of the most important
parts of this plan include options that
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will ensure job satisfaction and employee
engagement.
Invest In Your Employee’s Professional
Development
Investing in developing a strong workforce
will help you and your employees by giving
them more of a reason to stay and grow
with the company, as well as giving you the
opportunity to educate your employees in
order to promote them to higher positions
in the company. This can also free up
positions to be filled by new employees, this
continuing the cycle that ultimately gives
you the opportunity to keep hiring and
retaining new employees for your company.
In order to see a high return on investment
from putting money towards your
employee’s professional development,
you must make smart decisions so that
it will be worth your while. You can do
this though having your most senior level
employees train those with less experience
(while giving the senior level employees
incentives for giving up their time), or
give your employees the opportunity to
be open and honest about what types of
programs your company can pay for their
professional development.

Give Your Employees Small Perks to Show
You Care
Your employees give 40 hours (or more) of
their week to your business, and if they are
doing a great job, then the least you can do
is show how grateful you are. This can be
shown in creative ways such as office-wide
contests that provide friendly competition
and fun prizes. In addition, perks can
include taking an employee out to lunch for
their birthday, offering Fridays off during
the summer, or providing breakfast in the
mornings. Little things like this can be
helpful in employee retention, and overall
employee morale.
At the end of the day, the best way of
retaining employees in your business is
showing them that you care, in addition to
making the realization that they are more
like your family than your employees. Once
this shift in thinking happens, you’ll have
smarter ideas to make your employees
happy, as well as building a more successful
company. Keeping communication open
and transparent in your company is
another benefit to employee retention as
well. If your employees feel that they can
talk to you, they will more likely stay at
your company and be more productive. n

new & renewed members
SEPT/OCT NEW MEMBERS
New Members
Auto Solutions
Best Auto Sales & Service
Classie Rella Auto Sales
Crain Auto LLC
Holiday Motor LLC
NVP Warranty
Osborne’s Auto Sales
Tri State Wholesale
U Save Car and Truck Rental
SEPT/OCT RENEWALS
700 Credit
ADESA Little Rock
ADF Automotive LLC
Approved Auto Sales
Aslans LLC
B&B Automotive LLC
B&J Auto Sales LLC
Clay Johnson Auto Sales
Devore Auto Sales LLC
Extreme Auto World LLC
Forest Auto Sales
Frazer Computing
Freedom Motors
Goodman Auto Sales
Hazlehurst Auto Sales
L&B Pro Shop LLC
Mack Auto Used Cars
Malley’s Auto
Manheim MS
Massey Super Mart Auto
Microbilt Corporation
Mills Auto Sales Inc.
Motorcars of Jackson LLC
National Auto Auction Association
Peak Performance Team
Riverside Auto Sales
Ron’s Auto Sales
Second Chance Auto Sales Inc.
Southern Motor Company
Southern Premier Auto LLC
Speed Auto Sales
Taylor’s Garage & Used Cars LLC
Triple B Automotive Inc.
Tupelo Auto Auction Inc.
Watkins Auto Sales

| membership application

MEMBERSHIP
APPLICATION
Membership dues are $295 your first year. Use your coupon book and other discounts
and the membership pays for itself! We look forward to serving you and helping you
grow your dealership in 2016 and beyond.
Please complete the form below and return via mail or fax to the MIADA office or sign
up ONLINE at msiada.org!
Dealership Name
Owners

________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

Physical Address
City, State, Zip
Mailing Address
City, State, Zip

________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
________________________________________________
__________________________________________________

Office Phone
___________________________________________________
		
Mobile Phone
___________________________________________________
Fax Number
Email Address
Payment Method
q Cash q Visa

___________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
q Mastercard

q Check No. __________

Credit Card Number ________________________________ Exp. ____________
Can associate members contact you for services? q Yes

q No
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